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. ABSTRACT
A platy for freshman-level composition which includes'

students at different achievement levels would ,make the aevelopmental
Studeht an integral part of the college, and eliminate the
humiliation of .being branded=oremedial." All students would
participatelin the class, wrIte the same essays, and read the same
material; however, studentb would be graded on a contract addressed
to their individual needs. Entrance tests, which would.include a
writing sample, would'aid the student in identifying his weaknesses
-and sIrengths in the areas of writing, readinge.grammar, a1
spelling. In addition to the' basic class,.students would take special
labs in their area's of weakness. Programmed materials ddsigned for
use in a lab are available' in all four areas, and coOuterbased
education programs are becoming widespread. The lab teachers would
keep in communication with the classroom teachers, and vice versa,
sending reports on progress at least once a week. In class, no
distinctions besides grading would, be lade concerning a student's
ability. The class would focus on four things: expository writing,
meaningful readings, diieuSsion, and reading one another's papers.
,The student's contract wild spell out exactly what would be expected
of him in each lab and'in)the classroom..(Author/NHM)
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Separation and

Developmental English

by

Paul Hunter

Community collegeEnglish teachers today face a crisis in their

work. After years of tremenlous growth, the colleges and teacheryare

now having to test their philosdphical commitment to developmental

students--because the students are coming into the colleges in greater

numbers, but with less proficiency in writing, each year. The first

section of this paper discusses the seemingly conclusive/evidence that

these students are less proficient it] language arts than those of a

few years. ago. The second section reexamipes the commitment of the

D
community college to developmental English and concludes that the

language arts crisis must be viewed as a tremendous opportunity rather

than as a distasteful social problem. Tile third section argues th

the needs of the developmental students are not best served by segre

gation into special sections, but;by individual ed developmental ra

suprflementing a small tomp9sit.jon class made up of students of varying

proficiencies. .Too often the developmental student's self -image is

damaged by segregation, and they feel that they are, and will continue

to be, low achievers.

Before continuing, I want to make it clear that the term "remedial"

is damaging and should be dlscrded. "To remedy," according to all

1

dictionaries and to most people's common sense, means "to cure." But
1

students who lack basic sktlls are in no way sick or mentally Ill,
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and they should not be'referred to with such nations. Also, community

college -English teachers also use the, term "high-risk" when discussing

'developmental tudents: "High-risk" is an impartant4'concept in selling

insurance-7but not in teaching. The word "developmental" is much more

appropriate. Development is growth anil expansion, so this term is much,

more appropriate to teacher-S. Importahtly, this is not just an exercise

in euphemism; this is fundamental ta4he miStake4' community college

English' teachers too often make--primarily, segregating students into

classes which seem to almost all observers to be "normal" and "abnormek"

The Crisis in Language Arts1K

If English teachers in the two -year college are to view the

increasing numbers of unprepared students as an opportunity, they must

first under-Stand the-cdrrent crisis in the language arts. The general

public, and probably many teachers, view
/
the current situatton with

distaste. But rather than shrink before the challenge, we should

understand what it really means. I will discuss the crisis by presenting

three reports released in the fall of 1975: the decline,in the verbal

scores of the ScholastieAptitude Tests, the new report on functional(

illiteracy in America, and the writing studies of the National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP). While. these reports are certainly of

concernconcern to English teachers at the two-year college, they by no

4 means present an insurmountable problem. )

Early in the fall, newspapers throughout the country carried the

seemingly disastrous news that SAT verbal usage scores declind'in the
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last year from 444 to 434.1 Certainly, ther is 'an observable decline,

but it is only ten points--just over one percent of the eight hundred,
osb,

possible on° that section. Such a small decline really'means very little.

Furthermore, this ceduCtion may mean that more unprepared students--who

would not have taken the SAT in 'the past--are taking the test because

interest in higher education is groWing among students who need to

develop their language arts skills. Thereforb, the crisis might actually

7

be a very good thing.

A few weeks later the news media reported the shocking lack of

functional literacy in America. Time WO one adult in five is functionally _

\Nliterate;2 that is, they do not hive the ability to perform necessary

functions such as reading labels, job notices, road sighs, or the phICre--

book. Furthermpre, functional illiteracy is more han twice as common
_

among blacks as whites. Though this report is stunning, it actually

tells us some good things. First, we now know better than any, society

./

in history exactly how literate our country is and who the illiterate

ane. Second, since functional illite y has never before been tested,

we have no reason to suppose that national literacy has deteriorated.
4

Third, perhaps now government at all levels will address developmental

reading with more adequa'te funding. More research and ctArriculum

development is sorely needed,3 and by rising to this challenge the

community college can more thoroughly convince the community bf its

value. Millions of adult Americans'need help from higher education;'

the community college can and must meet their needs.

a
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The final bombshell Ts the National Assessment of Educational

Progress report thatis.ays the quality of high school graduates'

writing is deteriorating. The nation's news media has videly reported

this story also. 4 Between 1969 and 1973 (when the writing samples were

taken) the writing of nine-year-olds remained constant; however, among

13- and 17-year-olds, an ominous change has taken place. If were

to divide these writers into three groups unproficient, icient,

and exceptionally proficient--we would find that the middle group is

dropping out and that the upper, group is remaining stable; in,Other

- words, a wider schism has developed. We can conclude that the number

of unproficient writers entering the community college will continue
r

c

to increase.

Because of these reports millions of people are aware of the

language arts crisis and, hopefully, are more cpncerned with the quality

of education at all levels. Community college English teachers now

have a greater opportun0 ity to help millions of unprepared adults learn

the skills necessary to living a productive and satisfying life. But

will English teachers do it? In the past tt\eir failure has been

phenomerwl, and the open doorhas become a revolVing door to millions

of developmental students. Importantly, none of these-reports dan

state that the students' capacity to learn ha's decreased. So the

problem, dear teachers, is not in our students but in our elves.

Separation and the Philosophical Commitment

In Blind Man on a Freeway, William Moore, Jr., writes, "High-risk

students test the commitment of those who claim to be interested in them3

tf
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And when a.failure'in results Is great, we can assume that the commitmen

, is low. In Against the Odds, Moore writes, "The dropout rate of low

ach)evers in theoopen-Oor college continues to increase, while the

number of these students who get into the regular college (as opposed

to the remedial program) continues' to decrease." JohnNE. Roueche,

in Salvage, Redirection, or Custody?, agrees:

A recent investigatifon found that from 40 to 60
per cent of the students enrolled in remedial
English classes in California public Junior .

colleges earned a grade of D or F. Only 20 Per
cent of the students. enrol led in these rdededial
courses later enrolled in credit college
courses.7 3

Terry O'Banion, in Teachers for Tomorrow, also,cites the California

study and goes on to insist that "success in these programs has been

almost non-existent" and that "the purpose, the curreculum, and the

learning strategies probably need complete redevelopment. Therefore,

the test of commitment has been failed because no success can be

claimed when, as Roueche points out, "as many as 75 per cent of low-

achieving students withdraw from college the first year. 119

API

So what exactly is the philosophical commitment of the community

college English teacher to the developmental student, and how important

is it? James W. Thornton, in The Community Junior College, argues,

"a democratic society cannot wholesomely function without a well-educated

citizenry.",10 It follows that "Many of the young people who cannot meet I

the restrictive admission standards of some fair-year colleges are

4.

precisely the ones who most need further education.','
11

'English teachers
cs

O

p
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fail in their philosophical commitment when segregate students

according to their previous academic achievement. When this happens,

these students who most need,furth r education are denied an equal

chance. Teachers usually shun sucl courses, as Roueche points out in

A Modest Proposal: Students Can Le n, because "teaching remedial or

developmental( courses does not identify the instructor with higher

3

academia."'N
2

.Such an attitude is underStandaW1 (though certainly net,

commendable) because the teacher feels like he fias a high school class,

and the students eel the same way. When this segregation occurs, the

equality to\which
A
teachers should, be dedicated drops out of the

community colle and the developmental student is allowed to fall

ft

far short of igisidgoa .

This lack Of philosophical commit ent and the failure of most,

developmental glish programs is inherent in the structure of the

program becausP it fails to'be an integral part of the college'and it

humiliates thy: student. In Against the Odds, Moore writes:

A Althdugh it is true that more than 200 community e

col ges can identify some compensatory or remedial
causes being taught, it is difficult to locate`

a ignificant number which have developmental or
edlal departments as an integral part of the

5)11ege33'
'

, 4-

'

When a/itudent is not an integral part of the college, three destrdttive
9-

thingq happen. First, the quality of his courses suffer. The fact of

a course's irrelevance cannot be concealed; it affects both student

. mWvation and teaching quality. Second, the segregation creates two

/?jets of goals: one for the "normal" classes and one for the "abnormal."
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All students should be 'able to e theMselves in a, viable program, but

r'e %

developmental students too 7 ten c nnot. Third, humiliation, which

Moore discusses,
14 destroys whatever motiation a student might lave.

Developmental students are made to feel stupid or second-class when'
4

separated from the college, so they drop out feeling that they have,

no place in college. This segregation results directly from a mis-

interpretation of entrance tests. These tests, according to Roueche,

do not measure a student's capacity for learning and they do not

measure success.
15

Therefore, they should not be used toy separate

students into groups; rather, they should be used to help define a

person's educational needs.as an indivrdual. This-misinterpretation

of testing must stop, and all students must be made integral parts of

vthe college.

A New Plan for Freshman -level Composition

The mist importaht step in making all students an integral part

of the college is to break down the walls between them. This means

assimilating regular and developmental sections. I am not arguing

e
that developmental programs be Junked--unprepared students need the

\
individualized attention that the successful developmental programs

provide. There is, however, no need for separate classes. I am

proposing that each freshman English class include students with

different levels of academic achievement and each student wouldbe

graded on a contrac( addresting his individual needs. Such a program

z
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would make tile developmental student an integral part. of theDcollege

and eliminate the humiliapon of being branded "remedial." This can
(9%

be done very easily, due to the inherent flexibility of freshman English.'
4111,

The following diagram represents how such a section would look to

the developmental student:

WRIT)N(;

LA B

CLASS

READING

LAB

GRAMMAR

LAB

SPELLING

LAB

All students would participate in the class, write the same'essays, and

read'the some material; however, not. all students would be expected to

write at the same evel.,..)lere, entrance tests (if properly designed)

are important. After the testing, which should involve a writing sample,

a student is shown what his weaknesses and strengths are, and with the

help of his teacher and counsellor he draws up his contract fo.r the

course. If he is weak in all four areas, the student would take all

four labs in addition to the class (this student should probably take

only one or, two other'courses). A student writing exceptionally well

would not be required to take any of the labs. AgaAn, everything would

be individualized and paced according to the studentrl contract,.

including the grading in the class.

o

1U
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In class,41nO distinctions besides grading would be made boncerning,t 4

a person's ability7leveryone would-be treaied as an equal. The class

:

-would-focus on four different things: expositbry writing, meaningful
I.

'1/4
4 A

, ...

readings, discussid-1,-and readi,ng,each other's papers:', Since several c,

-ocoMposition texts are desgned'to help siudentg -of widely'varying'

abil ities,16 atu the students coulbenefit from the same test'. Second,

the readings-assigned (whethr a book or a spr-resof articles or stories).
-

should be meaningful to the ,siudeit's ". In Blind Man 211.9_ Freeway, Moore

- points out that when studentsare given relevant materiais-to read,

their appetites for reading are increased substantially.
17

Third

class discussions are very valuable,: Here, students- learn from their P

z.

peers and begin to seethe importance of logical development, clarity,

-being well-informed. Finally, student.§01so learQfroM their peers )

when they share papers. Such an approach 'makes the student more aware

of style, clarity and logic in expository writing, and more sensitive

to the ideas of others. All the students would benefit from this

integrated approach--no one is either above or below this kind of

experience.

The class would be supplemented by individual labs which, if

properly staffed and equipped, are, according to Moore's re

often successful in helping developmental students.
18

The initial

testing determines which labs the student needs, where he needs to

begin in each area, and what point he may be ekpected to reach--this

information determines a student's contr ' Programmed materials

ii-

2
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designed for ,use)i.n'a lab are available in all .these areas,
19

and

, coftputer-based education programs are becorting4Widespread. .Lab,proctdrs,

working with professional English teachers, guide the students through
.

o "their progrims which should, according toy Roueche, involve modular
ti

testing and. non-punitive grading.
20 The lab teachers must keep in

tie

communication-with the clissroom teachers, and,vice-versa, sending

O

reports do progress.at least once a week. These labs should also be
6

open students not required to be there. If these labs are -adequatelV 1

equipped and staffed, the elementary language arts could be picked up--

though progress would be slow in
.

some cases--and tyn applied in the

..
.

class. If the labs are understaffed and ill-equipped, they would be,'
.,

\,.....

for most, a waste of time:

a

The student's cont ct must spell outexactly what is expected o

him in each. 1.ab and in the classroom. The same classroom assignments

must be made of everyone, but they need not be graded on the some level,

In fact, if the pre testing Indicates that he cinnot be expected to pass

the course, he ;Would have the option of taking the class under ae
different course number. For example, most students would be enrolled

for English 101, but some would be enrolled for English 100, )allich would

count something toward a degree or certificate but would not replace

English 101 (except' when a teacher decides the student is adequately

proficient in writing and logical tomthunicati-on). Since different

classroom reach?rs would assign different books, a student could take

the class several times without boring duplicqtion and with constant

-

development.
IZ)



In Catching U .aemedial Education, Roueche pre'sents eleven

rec9mmendations for developmental English programs; this system

''implement all but pne. Roueche writes, "A separately organized

djvisionof developmental studies should be created 'with its own

staff and administrative head."
21

He proposes this because students

not equipped for traditional courses would probably fail. 1 agree

. with. him only in part--developmental students should notbe expected

to compete with traditional studept$1 but under this syStem they

wouldn't. The contract system of grading defies competition. His

recommendation of complete separation is wrong for all the reasons I

have already Mentioned. This system woutd-contain a specially trained

developmental staff and administrative head., but they would be

integrated within, and in constant communication withp the rest of

the college.

The futurefof the community colleges will be shaped by how

effttively their English tartments educate the developmental students.

To separate the developmental program is wrong. Certainly, developmental

education must be a primary goal of the community College, but the,

college must function as an organic whole to meet these needs and others.

FfeShman English must not separate students, but unite them in a

non-punitive, non-competitive situation. It must meet the developmental

student's special needs while challenTi-ng him ttkapplV what he learns

in a meaningful environment--not-a "remedial" environment. The college

. must function as a whole, with all its parts integrated, and implore

all students to do the same.o

13
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